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opening...
As the Vine staff discussed possible themes for the yearbook, many
ideas came to mind. We focused on words that naturally relate to Taylor.
Words such as community, integrity, change, and challenge were mentioned.
We continued to brainstorm until we found a theme that encompassed each
person's experience at Taylor.
We come from many different communities. We have many different
expectations and many different goals. We have different fears, different
tastes, different reactions, and different interests. But we all have ONE com-
mon denominator: we are sons and daughters of Christ. We have a Father
who loves, touches, speaks to, comforts, and teaches each of us in different
ways. ONE God who divinely placed each of us at Taylor University Fort
Wayne for His purpose.
With God as our common factor, all of our differences are placed aside.
Our combined strengths overshadow individual weaknesses. We mourn,
rejoice, and work as ONE. We are ONE Body, ONE Faith.
-Jessica Hochstetler
".•.So IN Christ we who are many form
one body, and each member belongs to all
the others."
-Romans 12:5
Layout: Katie Broecker
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to pave
the way
Dr. David Gyertson
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Dr. Gyertson resides in Upland but lie
made several visits to the Ft. Wayne
campus to speak at chapel services
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Dr.
Gyertson is
an ordained
minister and
has
preached at
several
churches in
the area.
Layout: Marsha Baker
Dr. Yost
Dr. Yost even participated in the Mr. TUFW
contest.
Photo: Marsha Baker, M. Songer, Jill KIttner.Myllisa Jensen and
Beth Bongard.
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Welcome Weekend PJ Party
8
Layout: Elaine lula
The 80's are on the phone, and they want their
clothes back! The ladies of TUFW rocked out at SAC's 80's
Midnight Rollerskating with radical "mall hair" and bodacious
threads.
Binky was kung-fu fighting! Tyler Binkley, 03,
attempts to distract Lori Craw, '04, with his martial arts
skills in the SAC Sibling Series kickball game.
mk.ni.f.
I M
8o's Rollerskating • SAC Sibling Series
Photo: Jessica Hochstetler, Trisha Rine, Myllisa Jensen, Bethany Sprinkle
M.A.C. Hispanic Dinner
Terrance Bridges
Vestal find the pinata
Students enjoyed collecting cand
kfter the pinata was broken.
^mination is the key to'
winning for Gordon Gentry
Harvest Carnival jj^
10 Layout: Marsha Baker
Christmas Banquet
Photo: Beth Bongard, Marsha Baker, Jessica Hochstetler,
Stephanie Stucl<, and Erin Smith. 11
spring events
It's Miss America! Hold on, that isn't Miss America, it's the Mr.
TUFW candidates. Mr. TUFW was held by SAC.
Toga! Dr. Ringenberg dances
at the Bachelor/ Bachelorette
Auction, held by MAC.
J-Squared! Freshman John
Jared rips it up singing at
the Shamrock Shindig.
Taylor boys clean up nicely! Bo Holden's
wing dresses up for the Black Tie Dinner
held in Eicher Student Commons.
Who's the old man?
Senior James Rediger's
friend, Sean Connery,
stopped by to help him
out at Mr. TUFW.
One hundred dollars going once!
Sophomore Bethany Sprinkle and
freshman Katie Broecker were auc-
tioned off to one lucky bidder.
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What is this song about?
Troy Tiberi sings "Puff the
Magic Dragon" at the
Shamrock Shindig. Troy
states, "this song is about
drugs."
You like me, you really like
me! Sophomore Elaine lula
struts her stuff at MAC's
Bachelor/Bachelorette
Auction.
Layout: Bethany Sprinkle
jetting kinda cozy! Sophomore Tiffany Greer
snuggles a little closer to junior Anthony
jreer (they are cousins!) in the Bachelor/
Sachelorette Auction.
Blind leading the blind? Mr. TUFW contestant Dr.
Yost gets Troy Tiberi, Dicl< Baxter, and Larry White
to help him sing "Four Blind Mice".
Bug-A-Boo. Freshmen Stacy Miller
and Miriam Richardson show their
singing abilities at the Shamrock
Shindig held in Eicher.
ifo kick this beat! It's rapper
Manilla Ice-Cream, aka Corey
-aster, debuting his song "Ice-
:ream Baby" at Mr. TUFW.
You all know I look good!
Junior Nicole Baksha works
the crowd at the Bachelor/
Bachelorette Auction.
It's Destiny's Child! Sophomores
Donna Tinsely, Kenyatta Tanksley,
Tiffany Greer, and Tauna Herrell
provide a little entertainment at the
Bachelor/ Bachelorette Auction.
Photo: Jessica Hochstetler, Myllisa Jensen
He's smooth! Junior Andy
Hoch has the crowd bidding
like mad over him in the
Bachelor/ Bachelorette
Auction.
Whip It! Sophomore Bethany
Sprinkle is trying to read the
words as she sings "Whip It"
at the Shamrock Shindig.
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Big Ballin'! SAC rented out
the YMCA in downtown Fort
Wayne. Most enjoyed the
late night basketball like
Stacey Miller (Left), or uti-
lized the pool facilities.
(Right) Josh Arthur, Lindsey
Carpenter, Jeremy Amstutz,
Jill Grondin, and Nicole
Baksha play a friendly game
of basketball in the pool.
Calling all Royalty
(Left) Senior Kelly
Sewell displays his
Mr. TUFW crown
with his lovely date,
Yewubdar
Manmektot.
Bling-Bling! Karia Brown
(Right) proudly points out her
pink earring, which matched her
attire, at the Jr./Sr. Banquet. You
Go Girl!
50's Dinner Jr. /Sr. Banquet
14
Layout: Elaine Lula
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When asked
what they would
miss the most
from the cafete-
ria, these seniors
said.,.
"The salad bar
because it is full of
fresh vegetables and
it is open at every
meal."
-Josh Arthur
"The shrimp cock-
tail served on spe-
cial occasions."
-Nate Zechar
"Deb the dishwash-
er because in the
dungeon she woulc
lose me down."
-James Rediger
"James Rediger,
obviously."
-Kristen Jesch
"That new juice and
the strawberry
cream cheese. Oh,
and the comfy new
chairs."
-Karla Brown
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Photo: Jessica Hochstetler, Nicole Baksha, Ben Wall<er, Carly Pastuszka
,
Kristin Jesch
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Left: Kenyatta Tanksley
shows how to perform
like Destiny's Child during
the Bachelor/Bachelorette
auction. Though she was
not auctioned off, she still
put on a good show.
\
Left: Wiebke House
resident Natalie
Seward, along with
freinds, shows us
how to pose like
Abraham Lincoln.^
"T!
T?1g?fEr
Bobbi
Girod ancf
Angela
Collins
spend
some
quality
time
together
while I
ing in
Wiebke
.House.
IV-
Right:
Angela
Collins and
Natalie
Seward
suit up
Jenny
Hebert and
Christina
Gale for
their sumo
wrestling
fight.
Natalie
Seward and
RA Angela
Collins help
Jess
Hochstetler
and Stephanie
Westlake get
out of the
sumo
wrestling
costumes
during the
WWF party
Wibke House
threw.
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Layout: Beth Bongari
ove: Sophomores Kristen Carison, Melissa Kuzdas,
Ifica Williams, and Jenni Edgar reside in MSH #4.
^ow: Jenni Edgar loves to have people over so they
can eat a nice home cooked meal.
^ee live in MSH apartment #1 with juniors
ICellie Moll and Amy Gearhart. This Is a much
r,
i|uieter environment than the one you would
find In thg„^teom...w.„.„.,
-, . v^v.^^.v./.....,.^..,.^
Mft: Amy Gearhart, with
pins sticking out of her
itiouth, fixes Kellle Moll's
hair for the Christmas
Banquet.
hoto: Beth Bongard, Annie See, Joy Stutzman,
nd Jessica Hochstetler
Somebody said FOOD! A group of girls meet in the Bethany Hall
lounge to have a bridal shower for Lindsay Carpenter. Refeshments
were served!
b
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Happy Valentine's Day! Junior Linde Payne and Sophomores
Elaine lula, Stephanie Struck, Bethany Weideman and Bethany
Sprinkle show their "love" for the camera and everyone else on
Valentine's Day.
I promise this is water in
my bottle. Senior Dhurata
Kola drinks some water as she
does homework in her room.
Who you callin' Green?
Sophomore Erin Green and her
sister Rebecca Green along with
Tracy Slager enjoy Lindsay's
shower.
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Layout: Bethany Sprinkle
Can we stop hugging yet? Sophomore Erin
Green and seniors Dhurata Kola and Janelle
Philips snuggle together on the couch in Janelle's
room.
"And then Josh said this..." Senior Lindsay
Carpenter tells about her engagement to Senior
Josh Arthur at her bridal shower at Bethany Hall.
That story touches my heart! Junior Nicole
Baksha and Seniors Megan Hasbruck and Jenny
Leverett along with Lauren Brady listen to
Lindsay's stories.
1
More Bible Study Time! Juniors Linde Payne
and Beth Darling have a good time fellowshipping
and studying the Bible together
.
Chillin' with the RD! Junior Megan Wood's wing hangs
out in student RD Bethany Greydaunus' apartment.
Photo: Myllisa Jensen, Stephanie Struck
Cookies anyone? Junior Beth Darling
and Senior Natalie Grillo eat cookies in
Bethany Hall.
19
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Bible
Studies are
very laid
back, pro-
viding a good
atmosphere
for sharing
and growth.
Freshmen
Susan Knoche,
Sandra
Koseike, and
Aleya Kruis
enjoy getting
all dressed up
for the Harvest
Carnival.
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Layout: Bethaney Leahy
Which is Worse
or
A pencil with no eraser A pencil with an eraser
that smudges
A class at 8:00 in the
morning
A class at 8:00 at night
A roommate that snores A roommate that talks
in their sleep
Smelling like a dead fish Smelling like a wet dog
Photo: Bethaney Leahy, Jen Cantley, Brenda McDonald, Jill Probst,
Jerioth Nuss, Maelisa McCaffrey, Tricia Partlow, Krista Gshwend,
Elisabeth Lehman
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off-
campus
Non-traditional and
commuter students
at their best.
I
' Tim Embry helps pick up trash during a
community help day.
Andrew Booth demonstrates his musical talent
}:
Off Campus students help out at a youth con-
ference.
Students sell cotton candy at the circus to give back
to the community.
24
Layout: Marsha Baker
rTondra Call works diligently on an
assignment.
Classes give
commuters and
non traditional
students the
chance to interact
with traditiona
students
al fl1
Mary Moore uses a phone in Eicher
during a break between classes.a n
Tim Benzinger shows off his muscles and his smile at Headwaters
Park with some on-campus friends.
Photo: Jill Probst, Kathle Haywood, Melissa Miedema.
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student
leadership
26
Layout: Katie Broecker
Photo: Kathie Haywood and Jessica Hochstetler
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Public Relations Journalism
Maura preps to dazzle pagent
judges with her interview skills.
The PR department is notorious for group projects,
students interview Professor St. Peters for a
reporting project.
Jenni Leverett practices multi- "Funny Guy" James Redigar There's never a dull moment in
tasking-writing a paper while practices his public speaking Susan Sigworth's class,
watching TV. skills.
30
Layout: Myllisa Jensen
English
comm
Professional Writing
O
tA
Dr. Hensley & Professor St. Peters,
teachers, advisors, trash haulers.
The annual speech competition gives Comm. Arts
students the opportunity to gain some practical
experience in event planning.
"Obviously" hard at work, the Express staff puts
their heads together to come up with story ideas
Never "mil<e" shy. Mays on chapel power
Comm. Arts students are point,
often seen center stage.
Photo: Myllisa Jensen, Jill Probst, Jessica Hochstetler, Jill Kittner
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How much did you pay for books???
Business and Accounting majors are notorious for their expensive books. So, how much
do they really spend. .
.
I had a book that cost $120. - Jose Sanchez
The most I've ever spent on books is $330. - Chad Orlikowski
The most I've spent on books in one semester is $420. - Anthony Greer
I spent $550 in one semester. - Chad Heathco
Below: Professor Keith Ryan teaches
a distance learning class combining
the Upland and Fort Wayne Accounting
classes. The Accounting program at
Taylor is a new program so the class-
es only average approximately four
people.
Above: Larry Rottmeyer aids Elaine lula, Abi Raedeke, Todd
Bowman, and Chris Pelz as they work on a class project for Public
Relations III.
business and
32 Layout: Jill Pro
Tondra Call and
Anthony Greer
take a quiz for
Professor Keith
Ryan in their
Accounting class.
Call wants to use
her degree to help
small churches
who cannot afford
a competent
accountant.
bove: Business and
ccounting majors
ose Sanchez,
eremy Steup,
;hris Pelz, and
:had Heathco pre-
are for a class
jcture.
light: Dr. Larry
lottmeyer teaches
Public Relations III
lass which both PR
lajors and business
lajors take.
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christian ministry majors
Terry
McDonald takes
a break I
between class-
es to do some
homework in
the commuter
lounge of
WItmer.
McDonald is a
Christian min-
istry major and
also the major
of New Haven.
Dr. Ringenberg made a "special"
appearance at the MAC B & B auction
in March to the song "I hope you
dance". He fully lived up to the award
he received at the Christmas banquet
for enthusiasm in student activities.
Matt Thebarge, Stephanie Struck,
Dhurata Kola, and Justice Bradshaw
were among a group of TUFW stu-
dents who attended Urbana 2000
over their Christmas break. This is
a week long missions conference
held every three years.
Jeff Krabach and Megan Hickman took an exam for
their Intro to Ministry class. Krabach is a Music
ministry major and Hickman is a Biblical studies
major.
Marc Kelley and Lindsay Carpenter spent the
fall semester in Israel, along with Anthony
Chapman, attending Jerusalem University
College.
34 Layout: Stephanie Struck
Nate Zechar, Tom Hephner,
Devan Brown, Tauna
Herrell, and Scott
Armstrong attended the
2000 Youth Specialties con-
ference. Dr. Barcalow took
about 20 TUFW students to
the conference which was
held in St. Louis.
Jim Smuts waits in "Holy Hall" to speak to his
Pastoral Ministries advisor Dr. Biberstein. Pastoral
Ministries is the largest major on this campus, this
year there were 59 students enrolled in this major.
The Christian ministry department represents 23%
of the student body when including all 5 CMI majors.
Sarah Vestal and Carly Pastuszka
worshipped God with dancing at the
Youth Specialties Conference. This
year 27 students were enrolled in the
Youth Ministry majors, many others
have a youth ministry minor.
Tim Embry helps pick up garbage on
the annual community service day.
The CMI majors were assigned to do
highway cleanup in Fort Wayne.
Thom Walcott plays with kids at the
Brookmill housing project during the Student
Leadership retreat.
TUFW Ministry majors
have been involved in
various opportunities to
use their gifts.
Here are two of them:
Junior Intercultural
Studies major-Urban
focused, Josh Lee said
"Since coming to TUFW,
I have enjoyed the
urban ministry opportu-
nities that God has pro-
vided me with in order
to help prepare me for
my future." Lee has
helped at the Stillwater
summer boys camp,
Brookmill housing pro-
ject kids club, LOVE
church, and other min-
istries.
Junior Pastoral Ministry
major Matt Jones
worked as a youth
sponsor at First
Missionary Church. He
said "I have led small
groups and been a
youth sponsor for the
high school kids for
over two years. Having
opportunities to teach
in these settings and
trying to relate my faith
to them has helped me
to grow in my faith and
shown me how God can
use me in many ways."
Photos: Stephanie Struck, Jeremy Reynolds, Doug Barcalow, Lindsey Carpenter
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
Above: New to the music department,
Dr. Ken Johnson directs the Brass
Ensemble during a Thursday evening
rehearsal. Johnson has years of experi-
ence as a performer, composer,
arranger, and teacher.
Above and Left: Dr.
Jay Platte not only
heads the music
department, but is
also actively involved
in the performing
groups it offers to its
.majors.
Above: The TUFW
Choral Ensemble
Layout Credit: Jill Kittner
i
Above: Members of C0S1 20 listen while
Professor Beach explains why magnets and
computers don't get along.
Above: Paul Beach explains the
age-long question: Why does
Windows always freeze-up?
Left and Above: The wide variety of
musical groups allow students to
become a part of the Taylor experience
and are a valuable asset to the TUFW
body.
purpose of majors
COMPUTER science:
to
assist in the educa-
tion of men and
women so that upon
graduation they are com-
mitted Christians, eager
to serve Christ, conver-
sant with all areas of
knowledge included with-
in the liberal arts, well-
trained and experienced
in computer science and
systems analysis, and
highly motivated to con-
tribute to society.
music:
to
prepare all students
to value music as an
important part of cul-
ture and the development
of the whole person, as an
essential part of their
expression of faith and
Christian worldview, and
as a creative means to
express their ideas,
thoughts, and feelings. It
is also the purpose of this
department to prepare
majors with knowledge,
skills, and values in music
and musicianship for
entrance to graduate
studies and for careers in
music and music-related
fields.
oto: Jill Kittner
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CHRISTIAN
EDUCATION
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Above: Thadeus Keener encourages Robyn
Storck about a fictitious divorce between
her parents.
Right: Mander
Prater flips
through his
Bible and
textbook to
find verses to
incorporate
into his Bible
study.
Right: Terrance Bridges
researches verses to apply
to his Bible study. Bridges
has a Christian Education
minor and would like to use
his degree to teach at a
Christian liberal arts institu-
tion or do outreach pastoring
in an urban environment.
Below: Jamie Roberts and Justin Spurlock discuss
what to put into their Bible study.
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Below: Dr. Barcalow,
while teaching his
Teaching and Learning
Strategies class, tapes
the students as they role
play.
Above: Scott Armstrong teaches
the class how to apply different
principles from 1 Thessalonians to
the problems life throws at you.
Left: During Justin Spurlock's
presentation on integrating the role
playing method into the classroom
experience, he and Terrance Bridges
give an example of a role play. Layout: Beth Bong
Left: Amy
Carrick
and
Professor
White play
i'n a game of
"101
Dalmations
in class.
ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION
Right:
Brianna
Harper and
Adam May
look through
their text-
books and
discuss the
philosophies
of education
Left: Janice
Taylor trys to
figure out how to
find the game
she wants to
play in
Professor
White's
Children's
Literature class.
Right: Bobbie
Girod considers
attempting to
figure out what
Professor White
is talking about.
f| Above: In his Developmental Reading class,
Professor White reads a book to encourage his
students' mathematical skills. Though this
book was geared towards elementary stu-
dents, these college students were stumped.
Right: Joy
Stutzman
attempts to
take copious
notes on a
lecture in Dr.
Jarvis'
Education in
America
class.
Above: Students were put into groups and assigned different
philosophies of education and were required to explain them to
each other.
•hoto: Jeffrey Sommer and Beth Bongard
Left: Dr. Jarvis
educates the
students in his
Education in
America class on
the philosophies of
education.
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justice majors
CRIMINAL
JUSTICE
LAW AND
JUSTICE
JUSTICE AND
MINISTRY
JUSTICE
SYSTEMS
A group of students from different justice majors put up Christmas
lights on community service day- an event held annually in
November that gives Taylor students and staff a chance to reach
out to the community.
A representa-
tive from the
Fort Wayne
Police
Department is
a guest speak-
er for
Criminology, a
course that
law and justice
majors take.
Layout: Brooke Wilson and Bethaney Leahy
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Telecia Slack, a criminal justice major, takes a break between
classes to study. Slack is a non-traditional student taking advantage
of Witmer's commuter lounge.
A profile:
The Wood Youth
Center
The Wood Youth Center is a
juvenile detention center in Ft.
Wayne. Youth can be held there
for months or as little as a few
days. The ages of the kids range
from 10 to 18 years, and they
are normally held there for drug
offenses, probation violation,
battery, and truancy.
Taylor students, Katie Broeker,
Beth Potter, Abi Raedeke, Adam
boiron, Doug Joseph, and Niard
Wilton spend approximately an
hour a week talking with the
kids, playing cards or basketball,
praying, answering questions, or
just "hanging out".
"We have seen the Holy Spirit
do amazing things this year
among the girls and staff at
Wood. Two girls have already
received Christ this semester.
Praise the Lord! I have been so
blessed by this ministry. I
never knew I could love a
group of girls so much. They
are in desperate need of the
love and hope only Christ can
give them."
-Marci Wilton, sophomore
"The youth center has allowed
me to build relationships and
share Christ to girls with
different backgrounds than my
own.
"
-Katie Broecker, freshman
Photo: Brooke Wilson
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psychotogy and
Dr. Cook is called the "Sigmeund Freud" of Taylor. Freshman Allison Scott is in
deep thought over somthing Dr.
Cook said in class.
Dr. Laura doesn't have a radio program, but she does bring her
strong opinions to the class.
When asked why he took
Foundations of Psychology, Senior
James Rediger asked, "You mean
this isn't Foundations of Christian
Thought?"
I can hardly
wait for the
next
Psychology
club meeting!
Junior
Freshman John Marquart and sophomores Angle Sewell, ^wud ar
Dawn Chapin, and Christy Kuhns go over work together for Manmektoto
their psychology group work. listens in class.
42
Layout: Bethany Sprinkle
SOCI itvajors
The students of Fort Wayne and Upland unite weekly for their statistics
class for psychology and social work majors taught via satellite.
Social work major Andrew Young
is overjoyed to be in a night class.
The social work class is in a debate
during their class discussion, led by
the teacher/advisor JoAnn Powell.
Social Work
This year the seniors
went to Florida for
senior seminar where
the theme was
DEPRIVATION
*
before they left, a few
seniors were asked what
they were looking for-
ward to about the trip.
Sandi Langham:
"The pool and the
beach!"
Nathan Embry:
"Leaving my wheelchair
at home."
Psychology
Did you join Psychology
Club for the experience
or for the bonus points
that it will add to your
psychology grade?
Jill Grondin:
"Well, Psychology club
is interesting, but those
bonus points are what
get me!"
Angle Sewell:
"So do you want to go to
Psych Club with me?"
Photo: Jessica Hochstetler, Abi Raedeke
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general education
students develop their Public Speaking skills.
Dr. Saddington informs students about
History.
Dr. Schutt tells his students all about Biology.
Group study sessions are popular for Gen. Ed courses
Layout: Isaac Freeman
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GenerarEducation Classes that
Affect Students Most
A poll of over 40 people was taken regardiag all <3m0ralE(^^
classes. Many diffeirent responses v
are show
' Cl
15
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TavonfeGenEdQass
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Fmm Histond"
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' \Speaking Christian
o
Fitness
Classes
Literature
Classes
The Gen Ed Class in wmcn one
Learned the Most
32.7% 30.6%
listoric Bibneai
,, Christian Literature
Belief Classes
an. Jessica Hochsteller. Mvllisa Jenspii
as an
Experience
Speaking
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men's soccer 200
In the above picture, Matt Thebarge drives tlie ball
down field.
In the picture above, Nate Henriksen shows fancy
foot work.
In the picture above, senior Todd
Bowman and teammate Matt Thebarge
poses for Taylor Magazine.
TUFW soccer team from left to right, coach
Halmilton, Matt Thebarge, Steve Shannon, Chris
Pelz, Todd Bowman, Ben Walker, Grant Mayer,
trainer Kate Broecker, Jose Sanchez, Mike Collins,
Tim Henderson, Paul Kellogg, Josh Wolff, Russ
Pawlowski, Chris Mills, Adam Doiron, Jon Fetguson,
and Nate Henriksen.
48
In the picture below, TUFW soccer team and alumni come
togetlier once again.
Senior Chris Pelz poses for the
last time in a TUFW uniform.
In the picture on the left
hand side, senior Adam
Doiron and
f teamate Grant Meyer
' prepare to do battle.
In the picture on the
left hand side, TUFW
soccer team poses for
team unity.
soccer statistics
Plaver Goals Assists Games
Michael Collins 19 4 18
Chris Mills 4 8 19
Steve Shannon 2 1 18
Chris Pelz 1 1 18
Ben Walker 1 19
Adam Doiron 1 19
TOTAL 27 15 19
49
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"This season we
accomplished our
goal to make it to
regionals and have a
winning record.
Each person on the
team was willing to
work hard and do
their part. We
couldn't have done
it without that
attitude."
Jenni Level
During
practice,
Lora
Nussbaum
and
Brenda
McDonald
show off
how buff
they are.
The team
I
lifted
I
often to
keep in
shape for
the whole
season.
Front Row: Heather Auer,
Lora Nussbaum, Brenda
McDonald, Nicole Ahr
Middle Row: Stephanie
Morad, Nicole Backsha,
Khristina Peppas
Back Row: Managers Janel
Philips and Kate Tucker,
Tracy Jurgens, Brianna
Harper, Jennifer Leverett,
Becl<y Emelander, Coach
Scott Haddox
Layout: Beth Bongard
Above: Strategizing and praying before the games proved to be helpful
to the volleyball team, as they came out with a winning record.
"Our volleyball team
made history. We
were the first volley-
ball team to ever
have a winning
record. We didn't
just work well on the
court either, but off
the court as well. We
are all friends and
that bond cannot be
broken."
Brianna Harper
Photo; Brianna Harper and Newspaper
Staff
nielf that our
team worked as a
unit. When there
were struggles,
we supported
each other and
lifted each other
up. Overall, we
bonded as a fami-
ly and that will |
last forever." *
Tracy Jurgens
ii
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Vollevball Schedule^^
)tember: "
Fr, 1 Miami University-
Middletown Tourney
Sa, 2 Miami University-
Middletown Tourney
Tu, 5 Grace Bible College
Th, 7 St. Joseph's College
Tu, 12 Cincinnati Bible
College
Fr, 15 Lady Falcon
Tournament
Sa, 16 Lady Falcon
Tournament
Tu, 19 Great Lakes
Christian College
Fr, 22 Rochester College
Tournament
Sa, 23 Rochester College
Tournament
Tu, 26 Circleville Bible
College
Fr, 29 Circleville Bible
College and
Great Lakes
Christian
October:
Tu, 3 Bluffton College
Th, 5 Miami University-
Hamilton
Sa, 7 Sinclair Community
College
Tu, lO Barat College and
St. Joseph's College
Fr, 13 Grace Bible College
Tournament
Sa, 14 Grace Bible College
Tournament
Tu, 17 Ohio State
University-
Lima Tech College
Tu, 24 Ohio State
University-
Lima Tech College
Th, 26 Barat College
Sa, 28 Rochester College
Tu, 31 Bluffton College
November:
Th, 2 Indiana University
Northwest
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lady falcons women's basketball
T - E - A - M ! Members of the Lady Falcons gather around
coach Corey Laster at half-time of a home game in Gerig
Activities Center. The Lady Falcons finished their season
with a winning record of 1 1 wins and 8 losses.
Outta my way! Freshman center Brianna Harper bat-
tles down low for good rebounding position while senior
guard Elaine Paxson shows off her excellent three point
shooting abilities in a home game this season. Brianna
averaged 1 4 rebounds per game.
n
Run the play! Freshman
point guard Beth Manon brings
the ball up the court in a home
game against Wright State
University.
Butt in the gut! Senior guard
Elaine Paxson makes her way into the
paint for a rebound against Wright
State University. Elaine ended her
career at Taylor as the second leading
scorer.
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Layout: Bethany Sprlnkli
Team meeting. In a home game the Lady Falcons take a
time-out. This is a good time to catch a breath, get a drink
of water, and get refocused for the rest of the game.
Feed me! Pictured left are fresh-
men Katie Broecker, Brianna Harper,
and Beth Manon with sophomore
Khristina Peppas. Eating after the
away games was a very popular pas-
time for the Lady Falcons.
Look at this face!\ Above is head
coach Corey Laster trying to prove
that looks alone can get you a free
meal. (Corey didn't eat free yery^/^"
often!) This was Corey's first year
of coaching women's basketball.
Scoreboard
Team
Cincinnati Bible-W
IN Tech-JV-L
Appalachian Bible-W
Kentucky Christian-L
Grace Bible-L
lU East-L
Circleville Bible-W
IN Tech-JV-L
Ancilla-L
Circleville Bible-W
lU East-W
lU NW-W
Great Lakes Christian-W
Wright State-Lake-L
Cincinnati Bible-W
lU NW-W
Grace Bible-W
Great Lakes Christian-W
Wright State-Lake-L
Photo: Isaac Freeman, Brianna Harper
Final Record: 11-8
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Special Athletic Awards, 2000-2001
Most Valuable Player - Isaac Freeman
Most Improved Player - Tom Hephner
NCCAA Division I Men's Basketball 1st Team All-Region - Isaac Freeman
NCCAA All-American Men's Division I Basketball -
Honorable Mention Team - Isaac Freeman
Trinity Christian All-Tournament - Andy Mays
Chicago Big Four Tournament - Isaac Freeman
Indiana Tech Holiday Tournament 1st Team - Isaac Freeman
Layout: Jill K. KIttnei
40
Anthony Greer
4 Marc Murname
'20 Tyler Silveus
30 Tom Hephner
,34 ^,,; ,Josh' -Fenner
40 ""' Isa^c'Weeman
42 Andy Mays
:^5 Andy Hodi
^2 KelleySewell
Guard
Guard
Guard
Ctr/Fwd
Guard
V'euler
Guard
Forward
Center
Guard/Fwd
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Above: Graduating seniors Tom Hephner and Kelley Sewell
will be greatly missed by their fellow teammates as well as
their fans. Sewell and Hephner both grew in athletics and
also became strong leaders during their time playing basket-
ball for the TUFW Falcon's.
f^s^^ikMii^
Photo: Jill K. Kittner, Angle Sewell, Jess Hochstetler
"Cheering in college
was an exciting
experience for me.
We all worked hard
to accomplish more
difficult stunts."
Marsha Baker
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Front: Kristen Kendall, Lori Craw, Beth Bongard, Marsha Baker,
Heather Neilson Second Row: Jon Gorenflo, Kristin Carlson, Bobbie
Girod, Amy Carrick, Joy Stutzman, Ann Spencer Back: Thorn
Walcott, Tim Henderson, Chad Heathco, David Stucky, Chad Edwards
Right: Kristen
Kendall goes
"Straight to
the Top" to
show her
support for
the basketball
team.
Left: Chad
Heathco and
Chad Edwards
show off
their "Double
Chad" stunt
to the crowd.
^iV'4^
Left: Marsha Baker, Chad
Heathco, and Beth Bongard
took time from their hard
work at the concessions stand
during the Harvest Carnival.
The cheerleaders volunteered
their time in the concession
stand in order to raise money
for the squad.
Layout: Beth Bongard
Early on a Saturday morning, some
members of the cheerleading squad
volunteered their time to teach a
clinic for Upwards Basketball. The
group of children participating
ranged from kindergartners to
eighth graders. They were taught
jumps, cheers, and chants.
Above: Kristin Carlson shows
Thom Walcott how a shoulder sit
really should be done. During the
season, the guys and girls were in
competition for who was more
capable of doing the stunts. At
the end of the season, the girls
proved that they were just as
capable as the guys were.
Photo: Jill Kittner, Beth Bongard, and Jessica Hochstetler
Left:
Kristen
Kendall,
Bobbie
Girod, and
Joy
Stutzman
show Taylor
how to get
"Fired Up"
during a time
out.
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^
Front Row: Steve Shannon, Bo Holden, and Josh Lee
Back Row: Jeffrey Sommer, Tom Craig, Mike Clancy,
Andy Mays, Jose Sanchez, and Joshua Jackett
Jeffrey
Sommer, in the
double header
against
Circleville,
moves out of
the way from
the ball headed
sraight towards
his head.
Layout:
Beth Bongard
Photo: Beth Bongard
Left: Andy Mays
warms up with a
few pitches before
the inning.
Right: Bo Holden and
Jose Sanchez discuss
their strategies for
winning the game. 59
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inftramurals greatest shots
Joshua "I'm fully pre-
pared" Jacket gets
ready for battle.
Above, Dawn Chapin shows
off her serving skills.
To the right, Danny "put
me on the team coach"
Smith shows his killer
serve.
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In the above photo, Jeremy "my glove wil
protect me" Reynolds gets ready to play
defense.
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Layout: Isaac Freeman
* t
Marc "I don't know what to do"
Murnane and Tim "I'm here for
the money" Buckholz pretends
to be referees.
Senior Tom "I lost my mind"
Hephner parades around the
gym floor.
Chris "you can't
touch this" Mills
• takes it strong to
the hole.
Tembe "money ball" Gary sinks two of his
twenty points.
CEO of intramurals Bo "I
own this area"Holden estab-
lishes great position for the
rebound.
Intramurals supporting cast helped out
loyally every Monday and Wednesday
night.
Intramurals biggest fans Miriam "watch
your back" Richardson and Tiffany "I
hate you half to death" Greer.
Photo :lsaac Freeman, Jessica Hochstetler, Beth Bongard
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tufw rii • awards
Below, seniors Elaine Paxon, Tom Hephner, and Ben Walker talked about memorable moments.
Below, Athletic Director Bud
Hamilton spoke about old times.
TUFW Basketball All - Stars. Below, Scott Haddix told
what his team meant to him.
Below, Brenda McDonald recieved Most Valuable
Player for women's volleyball.
Below, Steve Shannon received Most Valuable
Defensive Player for men's scoccer.
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Layout: Isaac Freeman
ielow, TUFW men's soccer team dressed Hawaiian. Below, Isaac Freeman'received MVP.
^gnes Saddington was awarded
or greatest assistant.
Below, Tui Bedwell took a trip
down memorylane.
Below, Corey Laster discussed
old times.
<r
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rUFW women's 2000-2001 volleyball squad. TUFW cheerleaders were acknowldged for
their performances.
Below, Kelley Sewell received his letter for
first time players.
Below, Mike Collins received Most Valuable
Defensive player.
'hoto: Jessica Hochsteler
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Joshua Arthur ^^1
Jason Bates
^^^^^^^
^ ^^^^1
Todd Bowman Iv^ ""^^H
Karla Brown ^Kt^ ^^m
Jesica Bundy HPBB r--' •" 19
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Jennifer Carnahan
Sarah Conley
Abby Crider
Adam Doiron
Cathryn Francis
Tembekile Gary
Bethany Greydanas
Natahe Grillo
Megan Hasbrouck
Thomas Hephner
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seniors
66
Layout: Myllisa Jensen
Myllisa Jensen
Kristen Jesch
Thad Keener
Jessica Leman
Justin Nicolet
Susan Oberlander
George Oprisko III
Rachel Osborn
Carly Pastuszka
Elaine Paxson
Chris Pelz
Janelle Phillips
Charisa Piety
Mander Prater
Abigail Raedeke
Photo: Myllisa Jensen, Jill Probst, Abi Raedeke, Kathie Haywood,
Jessica Hochstetler, Irish Rine 67
James Rediger
Jeremy Reynolds
Sharon Ridenour
Kelley Sewell
Melissa Shady
Jen Short
Melinda Smith
Sarah Spinney
Justin Spurlock
Jeremy Steup
Laura Tobens
Jennifer Vogel
Ben Walker
Megan Wood
Trevor Yardley
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Nate Zechar
If you graduated, but failed to
get your picture taken, paste
your picture here ->
seniors
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Layout: Myllisa Jense
As May 26 approached, Seniors
began to march to a different tune...
Pomp and Circumstance.
Four years of class is a long time
to daydream. Seniors are full of
advice for those of you who are
struggling to endure.
•X
get a hug from your
advisor,
If you start
to look like
<---this,
don't be
ashamed to..
do anything for extra cash,
we mean anything,
4--
head for a lounge (group therapy is almost
always in session),
If you take our
advice we're sure
that you'll find,
your reward at the
end and a smile you
can't hide.
or take refuge in your closet.
A« jSK^A^—':-,,il
Photo: Myllisa Jensen, Jill Probst, Abi Raedeke, Jessica
Hoclistetier, Tristi Rine 69
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Layout: Stephanie Struc
Gabe Aguilera
Shawna Allen
Jeremy Amstutz
Scott Armstrong
Nicole Baksha
Andrew Booth
Jessica Brum
Amy Carrick
Matthew Carrigan
Angela Collins
Tom Craig
Amy Craw
Beth Darling
Michael Davis
Kola Dhurata
Margie Eldridge
Timothy Embry
Amy Englert
Stacia Etter
Jon Ferguson
Amy Gearhart
Bobbie Girod
Anthony Greer
Jillian Grondin
Photo: Prestige by Lifetouch, Jeremy Reynolds, Trisha Rine, Stephanie Strucl<
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Jonel Groscost
Nick Hayden
Jennifer Hebert
Nathan Henriksen
Andy Hoch
Josh Jackett
Matthew Jones
Paul Kellogg
Ashley King
Joshua Lee
Jenni Levrett
Yewubdar Manmekton
Andrew Mays
Kellie Moll
Claudia Montalvo
Hannah Osborn
J. Andrew Ott
Nate Patterson
Linde Payne
Jaime Roberts
Jose Sanchez
Saida Sanchez
Angela Sewell
David Stucky
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Layout: Jessica Hochstetler
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Jennifer Stults
Janice Taylor
Katherine Tucker
Sarah Vestal
Andrew Young
Photo: Trisha Rine, Jessica Hochstetler,
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Ashley Bandy Daniel Barthold Beth Bongard Terrance Bridges Shane Burge Kristin Carlson
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Dawn Chapin Greg Cole
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Rebekah Mike Collins Tiffane Creager Randall De Vries
Coleman
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Gordon Dentry Jennifer Edgar Ron Garner Erin Green Kelly Greenamyer Tiffany Greer
Layout Credit: Jill Kittner
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Brandon Hall Jeff Henry Tauna Herrell Aaron Howley Mark Hunziker Elaine lula
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Jill Kittner Josephine
Koelling
\
Christy Kuhns Melissa Kuzdas Sunshine Mack
Abby Marancik Grant Mayer II Myric Mc Bain
Adrianna
Manaugh
Brant
Mendenhall
Jerioth Nuss Chad Orlikowski
Photo Credit: Sandy Koseike, Jeremy Reynolds,
Kathie Haywood, Jessica Hochestler, Trisha Rine
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Jeff Sommer Bethany Stephanie Struck Joy Stutzman
Sprinkle
Layout: Beth Bongard

Nicole Ahr
Sondra Allen
Chris Amos
Lia Angell
Rachelle Arnett
Heather Auer
Evan Baggs
Marsha Baker
Andrea Ball
Ethel Barrett
Brandon Beard
Tyler Binkley
Katie Broecker
Aaron Brosman
Tim Buckholz
Jennifer Cantley
Abby Carie
Michael Clancy
Amanda Craft
Lori Craw
Daniele Creech
Erik Current
Maura Klopfenstein uses the
laundry room in Hausser Hall to
talk on the phone. "It's the qui-
etest place that doesn't echo,"
Klopfenstein said.
"It's your turn, Dean." Dean
Romprey says he enjoys MAC
activities immensely. MAC
hosted a Hispanic Meal in
September.
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Above: "I had a blast getting involved in school
activities; Taylor has a lot to offer."
Ann Spencer
Below: SAC member John Jared, a.k.a. "J^, "
has to attend all of the SAC activities. "I had
fun at the SAC Sibling Series games."
Layout: Jill Probst
l/latt Smith, a.k.a. "Buddy,"
Imds Eicher a comfortable place
to study. "The new building
helps you get to know people
better," he said. ^ . • ^-ySi^feir-
"Feel the love.'^^l ...
McCaffrey and Christie Kaake
await the begiMiog pf Tauna «
Herrefl's #ing?BIWe Study.
Above: Christy Wedge, Beth PotterV Trisha
Partlow and Allyson Scott
Be16w^'"My floor hockey team made it to tl
finals - the Steel Mill vs. the Furnace."
4
Jennifer Curtis
Becky Emelander
Natasha Fast
Christina Gale
Jonathon Gorenflo
Matthew Gross
Krista Gschwend
Brianna Harper
Sarah Haupert
Tim Henderson
Lisa Hetrick
Jane Huynh
John Tared
Bridget Jones
Tracy Jurgens
Christina Kaake
Kristen Kendall
Maura Klopfenstein
Susan Knoche
Sandy Koselke
Photo: Jill Probst, Jessica Hochstetler,
Stephanie Struck, Trisha Rine 79
Jeff Krabach
Bethany Leahy
Ehzabeth Lehman
Candace Linn
Beth Manon
Jon Marquardt
Maelisa Mc Caffrey
Brenda Mc Donald
Walter J. Metter III
Melissa Miedema
Chris Mills
Erin Mix
Mary Moore
Stephanie Morad
Marc Murnane
Laureen Mutzer
Heather Neilson
Esther Nnassanga
Tricia Partlow
Andrea Perry
La Juan Phillips
Benjamin Poole
"I know I just checked my
mailbox two minutes ago but
maybe, just maybe, there has
been a special delivery."
Angela Jacobs and Chad
Edwards
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Above: Welcome Weekend provided activities
for the freshman to get to know each other.
"My favorite was the relay races," Jennifer
Erickson said.
Below: Joel Aguilera and David Sensenig help
their group fold newsletters at Harrison Hill.
Below: "I find the upperclass-
men easy to talk and relate to.'
Erik Current gets tagged by
Tyler Binkley at the SAC Sibling
Series games over Labor Day
weekend.
Layout: Jill Probs
Above: Ayron Reeves eats with his parents
during Welcome Weekend. "I enjoy being a
commuter student - it's fun," said Reeves.
Below: Candace Linn and Grace Vanover
^my Rouch, Sandy Koseike,
Jatasha Fast, Esther
Jnassanga, Laureen Mutzer,
itacey Allen and Christy Wedge
ake a break from playing
lames.
^1^
Susan Knoche, Stephanie
Ramsey, Katie Michaelson,
Nicole Rogers, Heather Neilson
and Abigail Carie "Girls will
be girls when it comes to
socializing even if it means
they'll miss their classes, "
said Michaelson.
Photo: Jill Probst, Kathie Haywood,
Trisha Rine, Stephanie Struck, Jill Kittner
Elizabeth Potter
Randy Prather
Stephanie Ramsey
Michelle Riese
Madeline Rogers
Nicole Rogers
Dean Romprey
Jessica Russell
Stefanie Ryan
David Sensenig
Erin Smith
Matthew Smith
Michael Smith
Sean Smuts
Ann Spencer
Stacy Swain
Judith Swink
Mandy Tarter
Grace Vanover
Amber Vergon
Christy Wedge
Julia Wright
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Olive Carpenter Michael Cook Sherry Carolyn
Cunningham Donaghay
Pamela Janet Elwood
Dykehouse
Layout: Jill Kittner
Patti Favorite Linda Fritcha Tonya Garner Mary Gerig Bud Hamilton Kathie Haywood
Claire Hicks Cornelius Hill William Jarvis Ken Johnson Fam Jordan Sharon Kale
cn€r,,K,athie Haywood, i<ate/ 83
Peggy Keener Deb Marquardt Sharon Merkle Angela Morton Jay Platte Bruce Pratt
Dawn Kayleen Reusser Kari Reynolds
Renkenberger
Agnes
Saddington
James
Saddington
John Schutt
Layout: Kittner, Jill Probs
Penny Sprinkle Dawn Stout Tonya Stmbhar TroyTiberi Mindy Troester Quinn White
Photo: Mylissa Jensen, Jessica Hochstetler, Stephanie Strucl<
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One of the best parts of Spiritual
Renewal Week is having the speaker
available at lunch and after the
service for further discussion.
Spiritual
Freshman
Laureen Mutzer
gets information
about Arab World
Ministries, one
of the many
organizations
represented dur-
ing World
Opportunities
Week.
The drama team is an exciting, humorous, and
thought provoking addition to our chapels. They have
made chapel more interesting and have helped us to
visualize many of the lessons that we have learned.
88
Layout: Bethaney Leahy
emphasis
The many wonderful voices of our worship
team often bring us into an attitude of worship and
prayer that can revive us spiritually just as
much as the message.
Photo: Bethaney Leahy, Myllisa Jensen, Beth Bongard
Freshman Andrea Ball washed dishes
at a homeless shelter in New York
City.
h<i.
<
\<\g breo)^
The Smoky
Mountain
gang rests
around a
campfire
after a long
day of
building,
repairing,
and paint-
ing.
<^»,
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The Ecuador team geared up for hard work and good
memories. The trip proved to be a lifechanging
experience for many.
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Layout: Bethaney Leahy
fission f
The Gautemala
team posed after a
skit at an orphan-
age. Despite the
language barrier
they were still
able to share God's
love through
mime.
Some members of the Jamaica team cozied up with res-
ident children in the Mc. Alpine Mountians. They used
this opportunity to show God's love through affection.
'™^*^''^»w^mw«iwi
Sleeping condi-
tions weren't
always luxuri-
ous but the
Haiti crew
made the best
of it. After a
long day of
work they
were willing to
sleep any-
where.
Ji'.'-fv-iK.tf'la'
Photo: Elizabeth Lehman, Thorn Walcott, Jill Probst, Michael
Mortensen, Dr. Ringenberg, Beth Darling, Jessica Russell 91
youth conference 2001
(praise and worship)
(free time - volleyball)
QfQ
O
r-h
CD
(small group leaders)
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Layout: Kaite Broecker
(dinner)
(double dare) (all star united)
(free time - schultz hall)
Youth Conference 2001 took place February 23-25 and it's theme was "Got a Clue?" The
weekend featured author/filmaker Bill Meyers, comdian Scott Wood, and bands All Star
United and Eustace.
Photo: Katie Broecker
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here's
the
story
Here are the hard-working
individuals who aided in the
production of this edition of
The Vine. While we slaved
away in the Mac Lab and
the basement of Witmer,
two of the lamest hangout
spots on campus, you were
having fun making all of the
memories we captured!
Hope you had fun! Bethany Sprinkle Katie Broecker
Jill Probst Advisor, Rebecca Webb
Editor, Jessica Hochstetler
Editor, Myllisa Jensen
Jill Kitner
Isaac Freeman Bethany Leahy Beth Bongard
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Layout: Elaine lula
• % % out , staff I
The Vine
The Vine staff works hard
and plays hard, too!
I
Photo: Elaine lula, Katie Broecl<er, Bethany Sprinl<le, Jill Probst, Beth Bongard
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closing...
We close this year (and book) amidst a mass of resigna-
tions and dead grass. We are continually assured that this
"is not a sinking ship." This being Taylor University Fort
Wayne, where the student body, along with this editor, won-
ders: If the ship is sailing fine, why is everyone so quick to
reassure us that it is not sinking? So, in the face of all the
endings, good-byes, and death I'm closing this book with a
list of firsts, new beginnings, and signs of life that marked
the 2000-2001 academic year.
* A new yearbook staff and layout designed to highlight the
personal expression of each staff member.
*A presidential election marked by a concession, a recount,
an ugly court battle, and finally another concession.
*J Squared and T Squared
*
"Fire" in Bethany Hall
*Eicher Student Commons
*A winning volleyball season
*Wild Flowers
*The yearbook staff meeting deadlines (first time in the his-
tory of The Vine ).
*A "witty" newspaper staff
*Dr. G
*A summer Olympics that broadcast more "drama" than
sports.
*Tina was named the Ultimate-Outback Survivor.
*Erin Green. . . the Green's live on.
*Drive-by-paintball shooting at Bethany Hall
^Student RD's
*Grass seed
The new beginnings and signs of life will continue at
TUFW. With confidence I can say that even if this ship does
sink, there are plenty of life boats for everyone and a new
ship is on the way. Don't lose heart, be encouraged!
Farewell,
Myllisa Jensen
Assistant Editor
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Aguilera, Joel 10, 39, 80
Ahr, Nicole 50, 51
Amstutz, Jeremy 14
Angell, Anna (Lia) 23, 83
Armstrong, Scott 12, 35, 38
Arthur, Joshua 12,16, 67
Auer, Heather 11, 50, 51
b
Baker, Brent 68, 90, 91
Baker, Marsha 4, 1 1 , 56, 57,
95
Baksha, Nicole 13, 19, 50, 51,
70, 95
Ball, Andrea 90,91
Barcalow, Doug 38
Barrett, Estellita (Ethel) 56
Barthold, Daniel 9, 10, 12, 40,
75, 97
Barthold, Jerimiah 10, 97
Batt, Erin 1 1, 23
Baxter, Richard 13, 90
Beach, Paul 37
Bedwell, Tui 63
Benzinger, Timothy 25
Binkley, Tyler 5, 9, 12, 76, 80,
88
Birkey, Arlan 85
Boggs, Evan 1 2
Bongard, Beth 5, 11, 31, 56, 57,
76, 94, 95
Boozell, Joshua 73
Booth, Andrew 24
Bowman, Todd 32, 48, 69
Bradshaw, Justice 34, 75, 88,89
Breish, Christopher 36, 95
Bridges Terrance 10, 26, 38
Broecker, Katie 12, 14, 30, 48,
52, 53, 94
Brown, Devan 1 5, 35
Brown, Karia 15, 27, 65, 66
Brum, Jessica 18, 40, 90, 95
Buckholz, Timothy 12, 61
Bundy, Jessica 67, 69
Burge, R. (Shane) 97
Call, Tondra 24, 33, 40
Cantley, Jennifer 22
Carie, Abigail 81
Carlson, Kristin 17, 56, 57, 77
Carpenter, Lindsey 14, 19, 34,
66, 69
Carrick, Amy 39, 56
Carrigan, Adam 14, 83
Cast, Joshua 90, 91
Chapin, Dawn 19, 26, 42, 60,
11
Clancy, Michael 3, 59, 58
Coleman, Rebekah 26, 21, 74
Collins, Angela 1 6, 27
Collins, Michael 48, 63
Conley, Sarah 24
Cook, John 25
Cook, Michael 85
Craig, Thomas 3, 58, 59
Craft, Amanda 11, 52, 53
Craw, Amy 9, 16, 84
Craw, Laura 11, 23, 56, 57
Current, Erik 80
Curtis, Jennifer 25
d
Darling, Bethann 19, 89, 90, 91
Delagrange, Emily 8, 10, 23
Demorest, Matthew 91
Dentry, T. Gordan 10
DeVries, Randall 97
Dodge, Randall 5, 13, 85
Doiron, Adam 48, 68
Edgar, Jennifer 17, 26, 74
Edwards, Chad 8, 12, 30, 31,
56, 57, 80, 85, 90
Embry, Tim 24, 35, 68
Emelander, Becky 11, 50, 51
Erickson, Jennifer 80, 94
Etter, Stacia 1 9
f
Fast, Natasha 22, 81, 97
Fenner, Joshua 1 2, 54
Ferguson, Jon 48
Forsberg, Jaysen 36
Freeman, Isaac 30, 54, 55, 63,
73, 94, 95
Freeman, John 1
1
Gale, Christina 94
Gary, Tembekile 10, 61, 97
Gearhart, Amy 17, 73, 90
Gerig, Laura 42, 85
Gerig, Wesley 8
Girod, Bobbie 10, 16, 39, 56,
57, 70
Gonot, Leo 83
Gorenflo, Jon 56, 57, 91
Green, Erin 8, 9, 18, 19, 97
Greer, Anthony 14, 54, 73, 76,
90, 91, 97
Greer, Tiffany 1 3, 61
Greydanus, Bethany 15, 16, 19,
26, 40, 67, 68, 90, 91
Grillo, Natalie 19
Grondin, Jill 14, 70
Gschwend, Krista 39
Gyertson, David 4, 83
h
Haddix, Scott 62
Hall, Brandon 11, 12, 27, 76,
91
Hamilton, Marvin (Bud) 48, 54,
62, 82
Hamm, Don 82
Harper, Brianna 39, 50, 52, 53
Hasbrouck, Megan 19, 65, 88,
89
Haupert, Sarah 1
1
Hayden, Nick 41
Haywood, Kathie 27, 83
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